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Detecting Emerging

Concepts in Textual

Data Mining�

William M� Pottengeryz and Ting�hao Yangx

� Introduction

Recent advances in computer technology are fueling radical changes in the na�
ture of information management	 Increasing computational capacities coupled with
the ubiquity of networking have resulted in widespread digitization of information

thereby creating fundamentally new possibilities for managing information	 One
such opportunity lies in the budding area of textual data mining	 With roots in the
�elds of statistics
 machine learning and information theory
 data mining is emerg�
ing as a �eld of study in its own right	 The marriage of data mining techniques to
applications in textual information management has created unprecedented oppor�
tunity for the development of automatic approaches to tasks heretofore considered
intractable	

This article summarizes our research to date in the automatic identi�cation of
emerging trends in textual data	 Applications are numerous� the detection of trends
in warranty repair claims
 for example
 is of genuine interest to NCSA industrial
partners Caterpillar and Boeing	 Technology forecasting is another example with
numerous applications of both academic and practical interest	 In general
 trending
analysis of textual data can be performed in any domain that involves written
records of human endeavors whether scienti�c or artistic in nature	

Trending of this nature is primarily based on human�expert analysis of sources
e	g	
 patent
 trade
 and technical literature� combined with bibliometric techniques
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that employ both semi and fully automatic methods ���	 Automatic approaches have
not focused on the actual content of the literature primarily due to the complexity
of dealing with large numbers of words and word relationships	 With advances in
computer communications
 computational capabilities
 and storage infrastructure

however
 the stage is set to explore complex interrelationships in content as well
as links e	g	
 citations� in the detection of time�sensitive patterns in distributed
textual repositories	

Semantics are
 however
 di�cult to identify unambiguously	 Computer algo�
rithms deal with a digital representation of language and we do not have a precise
interpretation of the semantics	 The challenge thus lies in mapping from this digital
domain to the semantic domain in a temporally sensitive environment	 In fact
 our
approach to solving this problem imbues semantics to a statistical abstraction of
relationships that change with time in literature databases	

� An Overview of Our Approach to Detecting Trends
in Textual Information

Our research objective is to design
 implement
 and validate a prototype for the
detection of emerging content through the automatic analysis of large repositories
of textual data	 Trends in warranty repair claims
 technology forecasting
 and
automatic detection of emerging interpretations in case law are just a few examples
of the variety of applications in which the techniques can be applied	 Technology
forecasting
 as a speci�c example
 employs collections of trade
 technical
 and patent
literature	 Such collections are partitioned into topical domains of knowledge that
we refer to as regions of semantic locality ���	 These topical domains of knowledge
are traced over time to detect emerging trends in conceptual content	

The process of detecting emerging conceptual content that we envision is anal�
ogous to the operation of a radar system	 A radar system assists in the di�eren�
tiation of mobile vs	 stationary objects
 e�ectively screening out uninteresting re�
�ections from stationary objects and preserving interesting re�ections from moving
objects	 In the same way
 our proposed techniques will identify regions of semantic
locality in a set of collections and screen out topic areas that are stationary in a se�
mantic sense with respect to time	 As with a radar screen
 the user of our proposed
prototype must then query the identi�ed hot topic regions of semantic locality and
determine their characteristics by studying the underlying literature automatically
associated with each such hot topic region	

The following steps are involved in the process� concept identi�cation�extraction�
concept co�occurrence matrix formation� knowledge base creation� identi�cation of
regions of semantic locality� the detection of emerging conceptual content� and a vi�
sualization depicting the �ow of topics through time	 Each of these steps is outlined
in more detail below	 Several aspects of this approach re�ect our initial intuition
on how the problem should be addressed	 Each of these six steps will be addressed
in the course of our research in order to re�ne our approach	
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� Technical Details

This section of the article deals with our approach in detail	

��� Concept identi�cation�extraction

Our approach to concept identi�cation�extraction includes the following three steps�
input item document� parsing
 parts of speech tagging and concept identi�cation	
The parsing stage takes SGML
 HTML or generalized XML tagged items as input	
We have utilities to convert from a variety of input formats to XML
 including
proprietary airline safety data and US government patent data	 Based on AI tech�
niques outlined in ��� and ���
 our parts of speech tagging approach includes the use
of both lexical and contextual rules for identifying various parts of speech	 After
identifying each word�s part of speech
 we invoke a �nite�state machine pictured
in Figure �� that accepts the language generated by a regular grammar of a subset
of the English language ���
 ���	 Our enhanced state�machine identi�es and extracts
concepts consisting of complex noun phrases composed of multiple modi�ers
 in�
cluding gerund verb forms	 The �nal result of these three steps is a reformulation
of the original collection that includes a summation of the location and number of
occurrences of each extracted concept	 The next stage of the process receives this
reformulated collection	

��� Concept co�occurrence matrix formation

Co�occurring de�nes concepts that occur within the same item	 An item can be
de�ned as an intelligently created logical unit of text that is cohesive semanti�
cally	 Examples include abstracts
 titles
 web pages
 airline safety incident reports

patents
 etc	 The co�occurrence relation is re�exive and symmetric but not transi�
tive	 Given concepts extracted by the above process
 we compute concept frequency
and co�occurrence matrices	 We also compute the frequencies of co�occurrences of
concept pairs among all items in the set	

The literature discusses various de�nitions of co�occurrence ���	 Our approach
incorporates metric measures based on proximity as well as measures that dynam�
ically de�ne the extent of sub�items within a given item	 Our preliminary results
indicate that this latter approach is crucial in dealing with the full text of items	 We
also reported on research in parallelizing the computation of such semantic relations
based on the theory of coalescing loop operators ���	

��� Knowledge base creation

Knowledge base creation is a meta�level organizational process	 For each concept in
each matrix in each of the time�sensitive collections� we rank co�occurring concepts	
This one�to�many mapping associates each concept with a list of related concepts
ranked by similarity	 Co�occurring concepts are ranked in decreasing order of simi�
larity	 More general concepts occur lower in the list	 Each concept pair concept to
ranked concept� is weighted
 creating asymmetric measures of pairwise similarity
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Figure �� A Finite State Automaton for Recognizing Complex Noun Phrases

between concepts	 The similarity is a mapping from one concept to another that
quantitatively determines how similar they are semantically	 We term the resultant
mapping a knowledge base�	 A knowledge base is represented as an asymmetric
directed graph in which nodes are concepts and arc weights are similarity measures	
The knowledge base can also be visualized as a graph
 illustrated by example on the
left below
 in which vertices represent concepts and edges represent the pair�wise
similarity between two concepts	

In ��� the �rst author implemented techniques that produce a knowledge base
using an extension of the statistical model developed in ���� and ����	 Ongoing
research at Lehigh University includes enhancement of this cluster function to ac�
count for several additional factors including
 for example
 metrics such as the ratio
of commonly used to total words in a concept	

��� Identi�cation of regions of semantic locality

The resulting weight assignments from knowledge base creation are context�sensitive	
We use these weights to determine regions of semantic locality i	e	
 conceptual den�

�Note that follow�on work that builds on ���	 terms this a Concept Space
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Figure �� An Example Application of Tarjan�s Algorithm

sity� within each collection	 We thus detect clusters of concepts within a knowledge
base ���
 ����
 ����	

The result is a knowledge base consisting of regions of high�density clusters of
concepts� i	e	
 subtopic regions of semantic locality	 These regions consist of clus�
ters of concepts that commonly appear together and collectively create a knowledge
neighborhood	 Our premise is that we can impute a constrained
 contextual transi�
tivity to the co�occurrence relation ���
 thereby forming regions of semantic locality	
The motivation for the use of the term semantic locality comes from the commonly
applied premise that grouping similar concepts together leads to increased e�ec�
tiveness and e�ciency in query search and retrieval ����	 Note however that the
similarity relation is by de�nition not transitive	 The theoretical basis for our algo�
rithm
 sLoc
 is the concept we term contextual transitivity in the similarity relation	
In essence
 this means that depending on the context structure and distribution of
the similarities in the knowledge base�
 a threshold is decided upon and transitivity
is constrained accordingly	 Contextual transitivity extends Sch�utze�s conceptual�
ization of second order co�occurrence ���� by using n�order co�occurrence
 where n
varies with the underlying semantic structure of the model�	

The computational core of sLoc is based on an algorithm due to Tarjan ����	
Tarjan�s algorithm uses a variant of depth��rst search to determine the strongly
connected components of a directed graph	 This was the �rst algorithm to solve
the problem in linear time	 This is an important feature due to the fact that graph
clustering is a NP�hard problem and the only heuristics we are aware of are not
linear	 The theory can be found in ����	 Figure � depicts the operation of Tarjan�s
algorithm as it identi�es strongly connected regions R�
 R�
 R�� in a simple graph	

Before tackling the sLoc algorithm in detail we must �rst introduce the fol�
lowing notation�

� Let N be the set of nodes i in the input graph
 and let N be the total number

�An interesting aside is thatthe e
cacy of LSI can be viewed as the result of an implicit use of
constrained� n�order co�occurrence based on contextual transitivity of the co�occurrence relation
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of nodes	

� Let A be the set of arcs in the input graph
 A the total number of arcs	 An
arc ai�j � A goes from node i to node j	

� Let W be the set of arc weights in the graph
 wi�j is the weight of the arc
going from node i to node j	

Therefore W � fwi�jg�i�j��N � 	 A knowledge base is an asymmetric graph and thus
wi�j may di�er from wj�i	 Moreover
 if ai�j �� A then wi�j � �� in particular
 for all
i
 wi�i � �	 Now
 let M be the mean of the arc weights�

M �
�

A

X
�i�j��N�

wi�j

We term the standard deviation of the distribution of arc weights SD�

SD �

vuut �

A� �

X
�i�j��N�

wi�j �M��

The sLoc Algorithm Step by Step

Figure � depicts the three steps of the sLoc process	 Prior to the �rst step
 the
weights in the knowledge base are normalized step � in �gure � below�	 The �rst
step in sLoc is to statistically prune the input graph	 Arcs of weight smaller than
a certain threshold � are virtually pruned	 Note that since the similarities are
asymmetric
 an arc from concept a to concept b can be pruned while the arc back
from b to a remains	 The second step involves the identi�cation of the clusters
within the graph	 Tarjan�s algorithm is applied to �nd strongly connected regions	
At this stage each strongly connected region is a cluster	 The size of a given cluster
is the number of nodes concepts� it contains	 During the third and �nal step

clusters of size smaller than parameter s are discarded they are assumed to be
outliers�	 We interpret the remaining clusters as regions of semantic locality in the
knowledge base	

The greater � 
 the more arcs are cut o�
 and therefore the smaller in size the
strongly connected regions	 Thus the greater � the smaller in size and the more
focused will be the regions of semantic locality	 Our premise is that the optimum �
can be determined statistically as a function of the mean M
 the standard deviation
SD and other knowledge base dependent variables e	g	
 size
 maximum weight

etc	�	 We have conducted some preliminary experiments to study the distribution
of weights in various knowledge bases	 Our preliminary results indicate that the
distribution of weights is quite consistent across both subject domain and collection
size	 Figure � represents one such common distribution	 This was computed from
the MED gold standard information retrieval collection ����	

It should be stressed that we have yet to compute a knowledge base that does
not exhibit a distribution of this nature	 Given this fact
 we have developed the
following heuristic for the threshold � � ��� � maxw�� � � SD	 In this equation
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(1) Prune the graph

regions in the pruned graph

(2) Find strongly connected (3) Discard clusters of size smaller 
than s (here s = 2)

(0) Standardize weights in
the raw knowledge base

Figure �� The sLoc Process

� is the cut�o� weight used to prune the graph and � is the number of standard
deviations	 For example
 ����� is the threshold corresponding to the maximum
weight in the graph minus half of the standard deviation of the distribution of arc
weights	

We have also conducted experiments that indicate the optimal range of � lies
in the range ����� ����	 Obtaining a scalable de�nition for the threshold is ongoing
research	

��� Detection of Emerging Conceptual Content

Our fundamental premise is that computer algorithms can automatically detect
emerging content by tracing changes over time in concept frequency and association	
By taking a snapshot of the statistical state of a collection at multiple points in time

we expect to trace the emergence of hot topics	

We have identi�ed at least two important features that an emerging concept
should possess	 First
 in order to classify a concept as emerging
 it should be se�
mantically richer at a later time than it was at an earlier time	 Second
 an emerging
concept should occur more frequently as an increasing number of items documents�
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Figure �� The Distribution of Weights for the MED Collection

reference it	 We can approximate the semantic richness of a concept by the number
of other concepts that are in the same region of semantic locality	 To be an emerging
concept
 we maintain that the number of occurrences of a particular concept should
exhibit an accelerating occurrence in a large corpus	 In addition
 if occurrences
are arti�cially high they fall into a class of redundant concepts	 Combining these
constraints
 we have automatically identi�ed emerging content given a statistically
signi�cant sample of items from the domain of interest	 In preliminary experiments
we have achieved a precision of ��	�� and a recall of ��	�� ����	

We employ a cluster�based approach in which individual clusters of concepts
represent regions of semantic locality that encompass portions of one or more items	
Item�based approaches attempt to measure deltas in semantics between items	
Based on our research in cluster�based retrieval mechanisms
 however
 we main�
tain that clusters more accurately capture the dynamics of the semantics between
collections of items being compared across time	

Our approach hinges on developing a machine�learning model e	g	
 an arti�cial
neural network� to learn the function that maps from the statistical domain to the
semantic domain	 The input features we experimented with included the following�

i� Number of occurrences of the concept in the trial year

ii� Number of occurrences of the concept in the year before the trial year

iii� Number of occurrences of the concept in the year two years before the trial
year

iv� Number of total occurrences of the concept before the trial year

v� Number of concepts in the cluster containing the concept in the trial year

vi� Number of concepts in the cluster containing the concept in the year right
before the trial year

vii� Number of words with length at least four in the concept

The �rst through the fourth features describe the occurrence frequency of
concepts	 The �fth and sixth features are cluster related features and describe
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Figure �� A �x��x� neural network model for learning emerging concepts

clusters and their change in size over time	 The last feature is used to describe
concept length and is a heuristic measure of the potential importance of concepts	

Figure � depicts a model of our initial approach to classify emerging concepts
based on the winner take all strategy ���� employing a �x��x� neural network	
When evaluating a test example
 we employed a variable threshold between � and �
added to the positive output	 This new combined value is compared to the negative
output	 If the combined value is higher
 the concept is identi�ed as an emerging
concept positive�
 otherwise
 it is identi�ed as non�emerging concept negative�	
The purpose of this approach is to develop a learning model for achieving better
recall just as a radar system depends on good recall� because domain experts will
do the �nal �ltering	 By adjusting the threshold
 we maintain that the domain
expert can achieve a suitable balance of precision and recall	
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� Results

There are four databases we used to acquire the data for this research	 These
databases are the USPTO patent database
 IBM patent database
 INSPEC database
and Compendex database	 The �rst two databases store patent documents submit�
ted to each repository	 The last two databases store research publication abstracts	
However
 there is some overlap of the information stored in these two research pub�
lication databases
 and potentially overlap of the two patent databases	 Four major
collections were used in this research	 These are the IPP ���� collection
 CPP ����
collection
 BPP ���� collection and UPP ���� collection	 The �rst letter in each
collection title represents the source database� for example
 IPP ���� collection
is set of papers from the INSPEC Database	 The following characters represent
the abbreviation of the subject domain
 for example
 PP stands for Processor and
Pipeline	 The last four digits represent the time frame over which the documents
were extracted
 for example
 ���� means the documents in this collection were sub�
mitted to the database from ���� to ����	 Each collection contains only the titles
and abstracts from the documents	 The CPP ���� collection contains all the ti�
tles and abstracts from the papers from ���� to ���� that contain both the noun
phrases pipeline and processor	 The BPP ���� collection contains all the titles and
abstracts from the patent documents from ���� to ���� that contain the same two
noun phrases	 The UPP ���� collection contains all the titles and abstracts from the
patents from ���� to ���� that contain the same two noun phrases	 The di�erence
in the input years is due to the fact that each database stores di�erent collections of
documents	 For example
 the USPTO database contains patent information from
���� to ����� the IBM database contains patent information from ���� to ����� the
INSPEC and Compendex databases contain publications from ���� to ����	

Our results are depicted in terms of an evaluation metric based on the following
de�nitions of precision and recall�

precision �
pp

pp� np
��

recall �
pp

pp� pn
��

In these formulas
 pp is the number of positive examples identi�ed as positive

pn is the number of positive examples identi�ed as negative false negatives�
 and
np is the number of negative examples identi�ed as positive false positives�	

When the threshold added is one
 all concepts are identi�ed as emerging con�
cepts	 In this scenario
 the precision is the ratio of detected to total concepts and
the recall is ����	 There are no false negatives	 If the threshold is zero
 the network
is trained to minimize the total error in the training set
 and the error of the testing
set is usually not minimal	 By changing the threshold
 we can improve either the
recall or the precision based on our need	

As noted
 because the initial focus of our work is to achieve good recall
 we
have employed another metric termed F� in the evaluation of performance�

F��
p
��� �

� � ���� precision� recall

�� � precision� recall
��
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Figure �� The concept of positive examples� negative examples and hypothesis

This metric is a weighted average of precision and recall and depends on the
de�nition of � as the precision�recall ratio at which a user is prepared to trade a
given increment in recall for an equal loss of precision ����	

Figure � exempli�es how precision and recall have been computed within this
framework where precision
 recall
 and F� are�

precision �
A

A�D
�

�

� � �
� ����� ��

recall �
A

A�B
�

�

� � �
� ��� ��

F��
p
��� �

� � ���� precision� recall

�� � precision� recall
�

� � ����� ������ ���

���� ������ ���
� ����� ��

In our examples
 three di�erent neural networks were applied for learning
emerging concepts	 The �rst one uses �� hidden neurons and runs ����� epochs	
The second network uses �� hidden neurons and runs ����� epochs
 and the last
network uses �� hidden neurons and runs ����� epochs	 The reason we chose these
three network settings is that these three networks were computationally feasible
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Figure �� Precision and Recall for Test Sets

under current hardware resources	 With the SUNW Ultra�Enterprise������ proces�
sor
 it took two hours to train �� hidden neurons with ����� epochs
 and it takes
about �� hours to train �� hidden neurons with ����� epochs	 It is possible to use
more hidden neurons and more epochs
 however
 it also takes more computational
resources	

Figure � shows the precision and recall for the four testing sets using a neural
network with �� hidden neurons and ����� epochs	 The results indicate that the
prediction performance of the model ranged from good for CPP ���� to relatively
poor for BPP ����	 The average precision and recall is �	��� and �	��� respectively	
These results con�rm that emerging concepts are learnable under the current frame�
work	 Compared with a baseline precision of �	����
 this is an improvement of a
factor of �	��	

� Related Work

Several research projects are exploring solutions to the detection of changes in top�
ics	 The Topic Detection and Tracking Pilot Study TDT� project
 for example

segments streams of data into distinct stories and identi�es new events occurring
in news stories ����
 ����	 The TDT problem consists of three major tasks� ��
segmenting a stream of data
 especially recognized speech
 into distinct stories
 ��
identifying those stories that are the �rst to discuss a new event occurring in the
news
 and �� �nding all stories in the stream given a small number of sample news
stories about an event	

Major methods for new event detection in text data mining research come from
work at Carnegie Mellon University CMU�
 University of Massachusetts UMass�
and Dragon	 The CMU approach clusters stories in a bottom�up fashion based on
their lexical similarity and proximity in time	 The UMass approach uses a variant of
single�link clustering and builds up cluster groups of related stories to present events	
The UMass method focuses on rapid changes by monitoring sudden changes in term
distribution over time	 The Dragon approach
 based on observations of term fre�
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quencies
 uses adaptive language models from speech recognition	 It hypothesizes a
novel event when prediction accuracy of the adapted language models drops relative
to the background models	 The results show that the CMU incremental approach
achieves ������� in precision�recall
 the CMU group average clustering top�level
approach reaches �������
 the Dragon approach reaches �������
 the UMass
���T approach reaches ������� and the UMass ��T reaches �������	

Kumar and other researchers in the IBM Almaden Research Center use a
graph�theoretic approach to identify emerging communities in cyberspace ����	 The
concept is that competitive websites in the same emerging community do not refer�
ence one another	 Additionally
 they may choose not to reference each other because
they do not share the same points of view	 Noncompetitive sites and those with
similar points of view do link to these non�mutual�referencing sites	 Thus
 websites
in the same community become a strongly connected bipartite graph	 ���� proposed
an e�cient and e�ective algorithm to �nd the strongly connected cyberspace bipar�
tite sub�graphs and cores	 A core is a complete bipartite graph	 An initial crawl
found that ��� of the sampled communities were not in Yahoo� while a crawl ��
months later found ��� were not in Yahoo�	 ���� interprets this �nding as a mea�
sure of reliability of the trawling process
 namely
 that many communities that they
identi�ed as emerging �� months ago did later emerge	 The average level of these
communities in the Yahoo� hierarchy was �	�	

The Envision system at Virginia Tech is a digital library of computer science
literature	 It allows users to explore trends in digital library metadata ����	 En�
vision visually displays information search results as a matrix of icons with layout
semantics that users control	 The system gives users access to complete biblio�
graphic information
 abstracts and full content	 It graphically presents a variety
of document characteristics and supports an extensive range of user tasks	 By us�
ing the Envision system
 users can browse topics and trends graphically to identify
emerging concepts	

ThemeRiver is a prototype mock�up� that visualizes thematic variations over
time across a collection of documents ����	 As it �ows through time
 the river
changes width to depict changes in the thematic strength of temporally collocated
documents	 The river is within the context of a timeline and a corresponding
textual representation of external events	 This enables users to visualize trends
and detect emerging themes	 However
 the proposed ThemeRiver system and the
Envision system rely on human expertise to identify topics they do not provide
a fully automatic approach to identify emerging topics in collections as does our
approach	

The goal of many of these research projects is essentially to detect changes
in topics disruptive events exhibiting discontinuities in semantics	 Our research
����
 ���
 focuses on integrative or non�disruptive emergence of topics that build on
previously existing topics	 There is a subtle but important di�erence between these
two approaches
 and based on our research to date
 we maintain that an integrative

cluster�based approach is necessary to identify emerging conceptual content with
high precision	
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� Conclusion

We have constructed an arti�cial neural network classi�cation model to classify
emerging concepts	 Three di�erent networks were used to compare their perfor�
mance	 By changing an output threshold
 we provided a method to improve the
recall while maintaining an acceptable precision	 The results also show that the
performance is far better than the baseline precision	

In conclusion
 our model has been successfully employed to recognize emerging
concepts	 There are many reasons we believe this model is well suited for textual
data mining	 These include such results like �� cluster space is higher resolution
than document space
 �� the features provided by cluster structures re�ect the
semantic relation well
 and �� the features provide su�cient information for clas�
si�cation	 We believe this approach will result in signi�cant advances in the �elds
of data mining and machine learning based on statistical approaches to semantic
analysis	
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